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Abstract
This work describes the construction of a new dataset for the purpose of decision element extraction from a meeting corpus. Specifically,
the corpus consists of annotated text spans of alternatives and criteria of decisions undertaken during spoken conversations. The anno-
tations were conducted with the help of crowd sourcing and finally curated by a domain expert. Our experiments show that the curated
dataset can lead to more consistent predictions in comparison to the crowdsourced one. The aim of the released dataset is to encourage
further studies in automated information extraction for decision analysis, e.g. evaluating the effectiveness of supervised models for this
task.

1. Introduction
Decision Analysis is the scientific discipline that formally
studies decision processes: procedures, methods, and tools
for identifying, representing, and assessing important as-
pects of a decision and decision process, ultimately to
recommend actions to the decision maker (Matheson and
Howard, 1977). In multi-party dialogues, while some de-
cisions (often very strategic ones) are framed through con-
trolled and structured approaches (e.g. facilitated by deci-
sion analysis consultants), many others are informally dis-
cussed during conversations, making the data unstructured
and difficult to process. As a result, most decision discus-
sions do not benefit from the structure and insights brought
by decision analysis.
With the proliferation of multimodal resources in our pro-
fessional and personal lives (e.g., teleconferencing, record-
ing of meetings, skype calls, slack channels), it would be
helpful to develop automated tools to automatically extract
decision related concepts such as alternatives and criteria
from these unstructured natural conversations.
Automatic identification of such decision oriented entities
is likely to improve the effectiveness of extractive summa-
rization focused on decision elements. It would provide in-
sights into how decisions are made in practice. Specifically,
such extracted entities would enable to : 1) inform people
who were not in the meeting, 2) remind a decision maker
of the arguments that were raised so s/he can make her/his
decisions after the discussion, 3) record the decision related
process information in a structured way, including how the
decision was made and what were the consensus and dis-
sent expressed. In the long term, this process could enable
decision analysts to develop new techniques for decision
facilitation and to apply structure to decision-making ses-
sions without attending in person. In order to achieve this,
the first step is to build appropriate resources.
This paper reports our work to annotate a subset of the
Augmented Multi-party Interaction (AMI) Meeting Corpus
(Carletta et al., 2005). The annotation considers two types
of decision elements: Alternatives i.e., options which were
discussed during meetings, and Criteria i.e., arguments for
and against each alternative. Therefore, in the utterance

So first thing is we need power source for the remote control.	

So I was of the idea that we can have two kind of power supplies, one is  

the usual batteries which are there, they could be chargeable batteries if there's 
a basis station kind of thing […], when the lighting conditions are good they 
can be used so it'll be pretty uh innovative kind […]	

Then uh we need plastic with some elasticity so  

that if your if the remote control falls it's not broken directly into pieces, there 
should be some flexibility in t I guess that fits in with the spongy kind of 
design philosophy[…]	

	

Figure 1: Example Alternatives in blue rectangles and Cri-
teria in red ovals.

“Should I make the party in the garden or inside?” Alter-
natives are “in the garden” and “inside”, Criteria are the
personal preferences, i.e. “space” and “warmer” in the fol-
lowing sentence “We would have more space in the garden
but it would be warmer inside”. Figure 1 shows an ex-
cerpt of an AMI meeting, with highlighted Alternatives and
Criteria.
We collaborated with a Decision Analysis expert to identify
such elements in natural conversations and developed an
associated annotation scheme. The annotation process was
performed both in an expert-based and crowdsourced fash-
ion, and the resulting annotated meetings are made avail-
able together with this paper.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2. in-
troduces related works, section 3. describes the AMI corpus
and section 4. the annotation scheme. In section 5., we de-
scribe the annotation process which we evaluate in section
6..

2. Related works
Decisions are one of the most important outcomes of busi-
ness meetings. The work of (Banerjee et al., 2005) shows
that updates about the decisions of a meeting are beneficial
for persons who had missed the meeting to prepare for the
next one. In (Whittaker et al., 2006) , authors reported that
users tend to take two kinds of notes in meetings, one of
which pertains to the decisions taken.



Interest on meeting developments is shown also by the large
amount of corpus collections on the topic, e.g., ICSI (Janin
et al., 2004) , AMI (Carletta et al., 2005), CHIL (Mostefa
et al., 2007) or VACE (Chen et al., 2006). See (Strauß and
Minker, 2010) for an extensive description of such corpora.
While some annotations in these corpora consider decisions
from meetings, these annotated labels (text spans) are either
too specific (dialogue acts) or too general (meeting sum-
maries), and likely not useful to study how decisions are
framed.
Research in argumentation meeting annotation was the
Twente Argument Schema (TAS) coding scheme (Rienks
and Verbree, 2005), a model that formalises observations
related to argumentation patterns in meetings. The idea is
to capture the most important conversational moves in dia-
logues where participants discuss the pros and cons of cer-
tain solutions to a problem, providing arguments in favour
of or against the various solutions. However, the TAS
scheme does not suit our task since it does not distinguish
concepts that are essential in decision analysis for a formal
investigation of the decision-making process (i.e. alterna-
tives and criteria).
Some studies have been conducted on automatic detection
of decisions. Hsueh and Moore (2007) attempted to iden-
tify patterns of the decision gists, relying on the relevant
annotated dialogue acts (DAs) in meeting transcripts. They
used 50 meetings and found on average four decisions per
meeting with a Cohen’s kappa ranging from 0.5 to 0.8.
Fernández et al. (2008) extended the annotations with new
decision-related DAs, and formulated the problem as a clas-
sification problem for each class of DAs. They designed an
annotation scheme that takes into account the different roles
that different DA play in the decision-making process (de-
cision DAs, called DDAs). For instance, DDAs to initiate
a discussion by raising a topic, DDAs to propose a resolu-
tion, DDAs to express agreement. Note however, in all this
work, the objective was to detect the span of the conversa-
tion where the decision is taken. By contrast, our intention,
instead, is to annotated elements that belongs to the content
of decision-making process, whether or not a final decision
is taken.
Our work is closest to the effort from (Cadilhac et al.,
2012). While focusing more specifically on the representa-
tion of preferences, they have proposed a corpus and associ-
ated approach to extract what we refer to as alternatives and
which in their framework is described as outcomes. How-
ever, they do not pursue the extraction of criteria.

3. Corpus
The AMI (Augmented Multi-party Interaction) Meeting
Corpus is an English multi-modal data set consisting of 100
hours of meeting recordings (Carletta et al., 2005). The
dataset is constituted of real meetings, as well as scenario-
driven meetings, designed to elicit several realistic human
behaviours. We selected 43 meetings under the criteria
that those meetings needed to have some form of decision-
making in them, in line with (Fernández et al., 2008). We
report the statistics over these meetings in Table 1. We
use the manually annotated transcripts for this study. Each
meeting has four participants, and the same subjects meet

over four different sessions to discuss a design project. Fig-
ure 1 provides an example of text from the AMI corpus.

4. Annotation scheme
We analysed this subset of 43 meetings with the domain ex-
pert. Annotators were asked to freely highlight text spans
that represent a decision element. We noticed that, at a
syntactic level, Alternatives and Criteria typically consist
of noun phrase (NP), adjective phrases (ADJP) and, some-
times though only within relative clauses, in verb phrases
(VP). In some cases Criteria can be expressed in relation to
Alternatives as in example 1, while in other cases they can
be absolute as in example 2.

Ex. 1 just plastic <Alternative> because that’s
always the lightest <Criteria>

Ex. 2 It needs to be trendy <Criteria>

The distinction between Alternatives and Criteria is not al-
ways transparent and there may be cases of ambiguity, as
in 3.

Ex. 3 And so for this product it’s gonna be tele-
vision only

It can be seen from Example 3 that without the contextual
information, it is not clear if the phrase “television only”
can be considered as an alternative, e.g., a choice between
DVR+television or television only, or an expression of the
preference of the speaker. In these cases, annotators have
been instructed to take into consideration the context, and
mark the chunk according to the context. If context did
not resolve the ambiguity, they would mark the chunk as
ambiguous.
Given these features we developed the following annotation
scheme: The annotators were given the following defini-
tions: Alternative as being when the speaker expresses what
he/she could do, and Criteria as being when the speaker ex-
presses how he/she evaluates. Then, they were provided
with a set of rules:

1. check if the chunk corresponds to the definition of Al-
ternatives or Criteria

2. check if the chunk is NP, ADJP or VP

3. if VP check if it is a relative clause:
→ if yes: annotate
→ if no: not annotate

4. if in doubt between Alternatives or Criteria , check the
context
→ clarified=yes; stop;
→ clarified=no; mark as ambiguous;

# Meetings: 43
# Tokens: 234, 607
# Sentences: 22, 903
# Utterances: 1, 193
# Median of tokens per utterance: 65

Table 1: AMI dataset general statistics.



Figure 2: Domain-expert annotation interface

5. Hybrid Annotation Process
While previous efforts in decision annotation label entire
utterances or sentences (Fernández et al., 2008; Somasun-
daran et al., 2007), we consider labeling arbitrary sequences
of words. This approach produces more fine-grained anno-
tations. This is necessary since our aim is to annotate the
chunks related to the decision process rather than the seg-
ments of meetings where decisions are taken. In fact, this
choice adds to the difficulty of the labelling task.
We employ a hybrid annotation process that exploits both
domain expert-knowledge and crowdsourcing. We first de-
velop an in-house annotation system for domain experts to
annotate a subset of the data (Phase 1). Then, we design
crowdsourced annotation tasks for Alternatives and Crite-
ria for the entire dataset, using domain-expert annotations
as quality control (Phase 2). Finally, annotations made by
the crowd are reviewed by a domain expert (Phase 3). The
role of the first phase is to generate a sufficient number of
gold standard annotations for quality check during the sec-
ond phase.
Data pre-processing. We started with the segmentation
of conversations. Segmenting long documents into smaller
chunks is crucial in annotation tasks, especially in a crowd-
sourcing setup, because crowdsourced workers are nor-
mally engaged with a sentence or small paragraph (Sabou
et al., 2014). On the other hand, the decision annotation
is sensitive to anaphora in the document, and to context
in general, so the segmentation can result in “breaking the
context”, or cross-chunk anaphora, thus reducing the qual-
ity of annotations. To address this issue, we relied on the
following heuristics: we set an arbitrary maximum length
for each segment (1500 tokens), but keep utterances of cor-
related dialogue acts (i.e. a response) even if it goes beyond
the maximum length limit of a segment.
Phase 1. We randomly selected 75 segments of transcripts
for domain-expert annotation. Three domain experts anno-
tated the segments for Alternatives and Criteria resulting in
3081 annotated chunks in total. The inter-annotator agree-
ment using Fleiss’ Kappa was 0.41 (Fleiss, 1971). Those
annotations were used for quality control in Phase 2. Fig. 2
shows the interface developed for the domain expert anno-
tation.
Phase 2. We used the crowdsourced annotation platform
CrowdFlower1 (CF). CF is an online platform that allows
to hire non-expert annotators for specific tasks. The anno-

1www.crowdflower.com

tators are called contributors and can be chosen according
to their native language or country of residence. In order
to avoid malicious annotations, i.e., spammers that can de-
grade the quality of annotation (Raykar and Yu, 2011), con-
tributors need to pass a test and are continuously evaluated
during the task via test questions, questions with known
answers hidden among actual questions. While setting the
task, one needs to upload sufficiently many test questions
to check the ongoing quality of the contributor annotations.
As mentioned, this was the purpose of Phase 1.
We designed two separate tasks, one for Alternatives and
one for Criteria annotation. This is justified by studies
which report that separation reduces the crowdworkers’
cognitive load and enhances both engagement and response
quality (Bontcheva et al., 2014). The contributors were
presented with conversations in natural language format,
and were asked to freely highlight any phrases that were
considered to be Alternatives and Criteria following the
guidelines of Section 4.
Annotators in CrowdFlower are ranked according to a
score that maps their experience as CrowdFlower annota-
tors (level 1 being expert and level 3 beginners). We se-
lected annotators with minimum level 2 experience, from
English speaking countries. We had at least 3 annotators
annotating each segment.
As a quality control setting, we forced any contributor to
stay at least 10 seconds on each segment. In addition,
we required a constant accuracy of 70% on the test ques-
tions throughout the task. Any annotator failing to maintain
this accuracy was excluded from the task. We selected the
test questions from the annotations obtained in Phase 1 by
only taking the Phase 1 annotations with perfect agreement
among the three annotators. With this filter, we overcome
the low inter-annotator agreement (IAA) issue of Phase 1.
At the end of this phase, we obtained 558 responses for
Alternatives and 749 responses for Criteria, with a IAA
of 0.55 Fleiss’ Kappa for Alternatives annotation task and
0.31 for Criteria annotation task.2

Phase 3. Finally, to improve the quality of the annotations
obtained, we had a domain expert revising all the annota-
tions from Phase 2. The expert carried out three tasks: (i)
confirming the correct annotations, (ii) rejecting incorrect
annotations, and (iii) redefining phrase boundaries where
needed. Altogether, in Phase 3, 335 chunks (1651 tokens)
are confirmed as Alternatives and 249 chunks (824 tokens)
are confirmed as Criteria.
These steps allow for a double level of quality control in
the sense that only good quality annotations are retained in
Phase 2, and they are further confirmed in Phase 3. This
process allows us to exploit the crowd and reduce the time
and the cost of the domain expert consultation.

2While those are fair agreement, it is debatable to assess
crowdsourced annotations using standard IAA scores. Perreault
and Leigh (1989) among others consider the κ values (Fleiss and
Cohen’s) to be conservative in the case of crowd annotation as
the contributors might have different level of expertise on the task
(some might be linguists, some might be decision analysts). How-
ever, it is not possible to account for the level of the expertise, ap-
plying some weighted IAA score, because this information is not
available.



6. Evaluation
In this section, we carry out standard experimental setup to
evaluate the effectiveness of the created dataset. The objec-
tive of the experiments is to investigate whether the curated
dataset is more consistent in terms of experimental obser-
vations than the non-curated one.
We treat the problem of decision extraction from the spo-
ken transcript as a supervised sequence prediction task. To
simplify the supervised prediction task, we treat each deci-
sion element as a separate task. For each classification type,
i.e. alternatives and criteria, each word is associated with
a binary label which is indicative of whether the word is a
decision element or not.
In our experimental setup, with given training sequences of
words and their associated labels, we build supervised mod-
els to predict the labels for unknown sequences. The super-
vised models that we use for our experiment are standard
ones - namely the maximum entropy (MaxEnt) (Berger et
al., 1996) based classifier and the conditional random fields
(CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001). For both MaxEnt and CRF
implementations, we use the Java API from the Stanford
NLP toolkit.
To simplify our setup, we use the lexical features, i.e. char-
acter n-gram (n = 2 to 5) and word features. In addition,
the CRF also uses Part-of-speech tags. The CRF classifier
takes into account the context of the previous words while
making predictions. For CRF, we set the window size to
2. Since MaxEnt is not a sequential model, the previous
context of two word windows is provided as an additional
input feature to it.
We run the sequence prediction experiments on the two sets
of corpora: (i) the non-curated one obtained after Phase 2,
denoted by C for Crowd in Table 2, and (ii) the curated
one, obtained after Phase 3 i.e. after revision by the domain
expert, denoted as H for Hybrid in Table 2.
We conduct supervised sequence prediction experiments on
identical batches of each dataset (i.e. crowd and hybrid)
with identical settings. Specifically we generate 1000 it-
erations of each prediction problem. For each iteration, we
randomly select 80% of the data to train a supervised model
and conduct testing on the remaining 20%.
Note that a higher effectiveness in the decision element pre-
diction task does not necessarily imply that the labels are
more consistent and meaningful. In contrast, it is expected
that consistent labeling across the whole dataset would re-
duce train-test bias and produce more consistent observa-
tions of the evaluation metrics. Hence, to measure the con-
sistency of the experiments, we compare the variability in
the precision, recall and F-score values computed over the
batches. Specifically, we look at variance but also at the
lowest and highest values as measured through quantiles
(2.5% on one side and 97.5% quantile on the other side of
the distribution). We expect that the curated dataset will re-
sult in lower variability in the measured evaluation metrics
for the decision element prediction task than its non-curated
counterpart.
In this abstract, we only report the corpora comparison re-
sults for the Criteria prediction task using the Maximum
entropy classifier. In this case, as shown on Table 2 we
observe that there is indeed a significant different in vari-

Precision Recall F-score
C H C H C H

2.5% 0.364 0.366 0.286 0.286 0.322 0.324
97.5% 0.465 0.460 0.389 0.386 0.418 0.416
Mean 0.413 0.411 0.337 0.334 0.371 0.368
Var. 6.7e−4 5.9e−4 7.0e−4 6.4e−4 5.8e−4 5.3e−4

p-value 0.031 0.147 0.117

Table 2: Comparison between Crowd and Hybrid Datasets
for the Classification of Criteria using the MaxEnt

classifier. The p-value reported is associated with Levene’s
test of equal variance.

Entity Classifier Precision Recall F-score

Criteria MaxEnt 0.411 0.334 0.368
Criteria CRF 0.784 0.705 0.742

Alternatives MaxEnt 0.487 0.402 0.440
Alternatives CRF 0.572 0.394 0.465

Table 3: Average Performance Values for the Alternatives
and Criteria classification tasks based on the hybrid

corpus.

ance between the crowd annotated dataset and the hybrid
dataset for precision. While we also see reduced variance
with the curated dataset for Recall and F-score, that differ-
ence is less significant than for Precision. Such patterns are
not observed when looking at CRF classifier or looking at
Criteria. Specifically, in all other cases, the Levene’s test
reveals no significant difference between the crowd and hy-
brid samples.
Finally, as a mean to establish a baseline for the decision
analysis entity detection task, we report in Table 3 the per-
formance of each model for each task based on the hybrid
corpus (As we mentioned, performance is sensibly simi-
lar). Our experiments reveal that both models perform sim-
ilarly for the Alternatives prediction task with F-score in
[0.440 − 0.468]. However, for the prediction of Criteria
the CRF model is strictly superior in all dimensions. Note,
however, that the variances of the CRF models on the Cri-
teria tasks are 3 to 4 times higher than those of the MaxEnt
models.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we described the construction of a dataset
of extracted decision elements from transcripts of spo-
ken conversations. We release the annotation of a sub-
set of meetings of the AMI corpus together with this
paper at http://researcher.watson.ibm.com/
researcher/view_group.php?id=8178. We de-
veloped a specific annotation scheme together with domain
experts. As part of future work, we plan to extend our an-
notation to other decision analysis elements such as expres-
sions of constraints and trade-offs.
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